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Derici Mustafa Gürbüz Anatolian High School was host to

the 6th and last mobility of the Erasmus+ project MY

CULTURE-YOUR CULTURE-OUR CULTURE (MCYCOC)

from 24.-28 May 2021 which due to circumstances was

made virtual. Partners in this project are Croatia,

Portugal, Italy, Romania, Greece and Turkey. The main

topic of the project is introducing local culture to the

partners and getting to know each others habits. 

The topic of the Turkey mobility was Local Dishes. Each

partner school's students prepared a presentation of 3

different local dishes. 

 



DAY 1:  Our first day started with the National Anthems of each country and the opening
speech of our headmaster Aydın YÜCEL.

 

As of course the most important people in our project are our students,we went on 
getting to know each other. Students from all partner schools introduced themselves.

 

And
soooo
many

more...



Derici Mustafa Gürbüz Anadolu Lisesi-Derici Mustafa Gürbüz Anatolian High School
Derici Mustafa Gürbüz Anatolian High School is a secondary high school located in the center of Kuşadası on

the west coast of Turkey. It was founded in1996,has 47 teachers and 640 students. Students get education in 4
parts which are Science,Maths,Literature and Foreign Languages. They learn subjects such as Physics,

Chemistry, Biyology, Maths, Literature, History, Geography,German and English.Our school has adopted "No
Excuse for Education" conciousness and our students graduate as "Humans Rising their own Values and

adding Values to their own". "Full Learning" mentality is performed in our school. Our school was named by its
founder Mustafa Gürbüz who was once a leather dealer and therefore got the nickname Derici-leather dealer. 



KUŞADASI
Kuşadası is a touristic city on the West coast of Turkey at the Eagean Sea. It is not specifically known by whom
and when Kuşadası was founded,but it is said that the Ionians founded Kuşadası who lived in Ephesus which is
only 20 kilometres away. It was a very important harbour city during the history on the way to the South of the
country. After Perians ruled the area in 546 BC,Alexander the Great took over the whole Anatolia in 334 BC.

This is the time when civilization started with the Helenistic Era. In 1413 it became a part of the Ottoman
Empire. 

 

 Gazibeğendi- The place Gazi liked
Our great Leader Mustafa Kemal Atatürk in Kuşadası

9 February 1924
The people of Kuşadası welcomed Atatürk,the father of our young Republic, with happiness and joy. On this hill
Atatürk saw Kuşadası for the first time and liked it so much that this hill was later named GAZİBEĞENDİ. – Gazi

liked it

  



El Heykeli-Hand Statue
One of Kuşadası’s important symbols is El Heykeli-
Hand Statue. It is located on İsmail Cem Friendship
and Peace Square. It has some black and 1 white

pigeon in its hand and symbolizes Peace everywhere.
 

Güvercin Ada Kalesi-Pigeon Island Castle
This castle was once built to prevent attacks of
pirates which might come from the seaside by

Barbaros Hayrettin Paşa in 1533. The walls were up
to 3 metres high. The breakwater which later

connected the island with the land was built in the
1957.

 

Egeport Limanı- Egeport Harbour
During the summer season a lot of tourists visit

Kuşadası with ships. Our harbour has a capacity to
host 5 to 7 big cruise ships. These tourists then walk

around the city center or travel to the nearest
sightseeing places. 

 



Kervansaray-Caravanserai
This caravanserai was built in 1618 by grand vizier Öküz Mehmet Paşa. At the beginning it was used as a

fortress but later it was changed into an inn. Travellers crossing Kuşadası could stay here with their animals.
After a great renovation it was opened for touristic use as a hotel in 1986 and served for 35 years. Now,

Kuşadası management is trying to turn Kervansaray into a museum. 
 

Kale Kapısı-Castle Gate
Castle Gate is a part of the city walls which were built
in the 17. century by Mehmet Paşa. It was once the
South Gate,the second floor was used as a police
station and now it is a miniature museum. It is said
that if you go through the gate you never want to

leave Kuşadası again.
 

AIRBUS A300 KARGO PLANE
In 2016 the 54 metres long Airbus

A300 kargo plane was sunk to form an
important reef spot for the seaworld. It
also is a spectacular place for divers

from all around the World.
 



Whale Skeleton

Yılancı Cape-Yılancı Burnu

Ladies Beach

Long Beach
 



Of course after so
much

information,we
made an exciting 

Kahoot
competition.

Day 2:  We started our programme with the video presentations of the tasty local dishes from
Turkey and Croatia.
While Crotia presented its local dishes Slavonian appetizer, Stuffed peppers, Mashed
potatoes,Spring cake, Turkey presented Paşa Böreği, Sarma and Pumpkin with Walnuts.



APHRODISIAS:
Aphrodisias was a small ancient Greek Hellenistic city in western Anatolia.It was named after

Aphrodite, the Greek goddess of love. In 2017 it was inscribed on the UNESCO World Heritage
Site list.Aphrodisias was the metropolis of the region and Roman province of Caria.The site is in

an earthquake zone and has suffered a great deal of damage at various times, especially in
severe tremors of the 4th and 7th centuries.Aphrodisias never fully recovered from the 7th

century earthquake, and fell into disrepair.The Temple of Aphrodite was the centre of the town.
 

After the presentation of the local dishes,we started our
second trip to the beautiful destination Pamukkale.    

Hierapolis 
It was an ancient Greek city located on hot springs in southwestern Anatolia. Its ruins are close

to modern Pamukkale. The site has the Tomb of Philip the Apostle.
The hot springs have been used as a spa since the 2nd century BC, with many patrons retiring

or dying there. The large necropolis is filled with sarcophagi, most famously that of Marcus
Aurelius Ammianos. The great baths were constructed with huge stone blocks without the use

of cement and consisted of various closed or open sections linked together. 
It was added as a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1988.

 



PAMUKKALE:
Pamukkale, meaning "cotton castle" in Turkish, is a natural site in southwestern Turkey. The

area is famous for a carbonate mineral left by the flowing of thermal spring water. 
The Turkish name refers to the surface of the shimmering, snow-white limestone, shaped over
millennia by calcite-rich springs. Dripping slowly down the mountainside, mineral-rich waters

collect in and cascade down the mineral terraces, into pools below. Legend say that the
formations are cotton that giants left out to dry.

People have visited the area for thousands of years, because of the thermal pools. In the mid-
20th century, hotels were built over the ruins of Hierapolis, causing considerable damage. But
when the area was declared a UNESCO World Heritage Site, the hotels were demolished . 

Pamukkale is recognized as a World Heritage Site together with Hierapolis. Hierapolis-
Pamukkale was made a World Heritage Site in 1988. It is a tourist attraction due to this status

and its natural beauty.
 

Of course after travelling so much,
we needed a short coffee break.



Then it was time for our first activity,Which dish is it?. Students from each school
were seprated into groups in Breakout rooms.Then they were given a mixed

ingredients list,which included 3 of the local dishes from each country. Of course
all dishes were mixed. So,the students had to find which dish,from which country
and their ingredients. While doing this activity students were able to get to know

each other better and share their ideas. Later,all groups presented the dishes they
had found from the ingredients.



Day 3:We started our day with a video presentation of the local dishes of our region.

TASTE OF THOUSAND YEARS:
The Aegean kitchen is a very important piece of the Turkish Food Culture with its
Thousands of years Heritage. It is sourced from civilisations which have lived here
many years ago. Because,each civilisation who lived on these soils, not only met
the delicious Aegean kitchen, but also left their own marks on the tastes. It is said
that the Romans, before they met the Aegean kitchen were only eating mash, but
after 200 BC when they met this delicious cuisine, sweet sauces, honey, vinegar,

fish sauce, sweet wines, herbs like cumin, coriander, thyme, and also different kinds
of fish and meat became a part of their kitchen.

 



And now again another a tour back in history to the World-famous
ancient city Ephesus and the Seven Sleepers, a pilgrimage tour to Virgin

Mary’s House for our partners and the lovely town Şirince. 



EPHESUS
Ephesus was an ancient Greek city on the coast of Ionia, three kilometres southwest of Selçuk
in Izmir. It was built in 300 BC .During the Classical Greek era it was one of the twelve cities of
the Ionian League. The city came under the control of the Roman Republic in 129 BC.The city
was famous for the nearby Temple of Artemis, which is now one of the Seven Wonders of the

Ancient World.
Ephesus was one of the seven churches of Asia that are mentioned in the Book of Revelation. It

was added as a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 2015.

THE LIBRARY OF CELSUS
Among many other monumental buildings is the Library of Celsus which is believed to have held
around twelve thousand scrolls.The Library of Celsus is an ancient Roman building in Ephesus.
It was built in the 110s AD. by Gaius Julius Aquila, as a funerary monument for his father.The
library is considered an architectural marvel, and is one of the only remaining examples of a

library from the Roman Empire. The Library of Celsus was the third-largest library in the Roman
world behind only Alexandria and Pergamum, believed to have held around twelve thousand
scrolls. The interior of the library and its contents were destroyed in a fire that resulted either

from an earthquake or a Gothic invasion in 262 AD.
 

THE THEATRE OF EPHESUS
The great theater of Ephesus is a splendidly preserved and very impressive building. This

structure, built of marble, has a width of 145 metres, and its audience once reached up to 30
metres. In its golden age the theatre of Ephesus which was the largest in Anatolia had the

capacity of 25,000 seats. The cavea has sixty six rows of seats, divided by two walkways into
three horizontal sections. The seats with backs ,made of marble, were reserved for important
people. The audience entered from the upper cavea.Ephesus theatre was used not only for

concerts and plays, but also for religious, political and philosophical discussions and for
gladiator and animal fights.

HOUSE OF VIRGIN MARY
The House of the Virgin Mary is a Catholic shrine located on Mount Bülbüldağı,close to

Ephesus.The house was discovered in the 19th century by following descriptions due to visions
of Blessed Anne Catherine Emmerich, a Roman Catholic nun and visionary. While the Catholic

Church has never pronounced in favour or against the reality of the house, the site has
nevertheless received a steady flow of pilgrimage since its discovery. Catholic pilgrims visit the

house based on the belief that Mary, the mother of Jesus, was taken to this stone house by
Saint John and lived there until her death.The shrine has merited several papal Apostolic
Blessings and visits from several popes including Paul VI, John Paul II and Benedict XVI.

 



After our traditional coffee break we watched the Italian and Romanian teams
presenting their delicious local dishes. Italy presented Rolls of pasta alla Norma,

Little timbale of sardines with artichokes and tuma cheese on Erice pesto, Revisited
Sicilian cannolo with ricotta and Romania presented Sarmale, Papanasi and Pasca. 



And time again for another exciting Kahoot game.

Day 4: Now,it was time to watch the video presentations of the local
dishes of the partners.

CROATIA



GREECE

ITALY



PORTUGAL

ROMANIA



DIDYMA
Didyma was an ancient Greek sanctuary on the coast of Ionia. Apollo was the main god of
Didyma. It was home to both of the temples dedicated to the twins Apollo and Artemis. The

temple of Apollo was one of the world's greatest temples to Apollo. The remains of this
Hellenistic temple belong to the best preserved temples of classical antiquity. 

Didyma was the largest and most significant sanctuary on the territory of the great classical city
Miletus. The natural connection between Miletus and Didyma was by ship.

The final trip of our virtual mobility was to
Didyma,Miletus, Priene.

MILETUS
Miletus was an ancient Greek city on the western coast of Anatolia, near the mouth of the

Maeander River in ancient Caria. Its ruins are located near the modern village of Balat.
Before the Persian invasion in the middle of the 6th century BC, Miletus was considered

among the greatest and wealthiest of Greek cities.
 



PRIENE
Priene was an ancient Greek city of Ionaia. The city was built on the sea coast.Priene is

known to have been the site of high-quality Hellenistic art and architecture. It was called the
Pompei of Anatolia.

THE TEMPLE OF ATHENA
It was the main temple in Priene, although there was a temple of Zeus. It was dedicated to

Athena around 350 BC by Alexander the Great after his victory.
 

On our fourth day Greece and Portugal’s students presented their local dishes.
Greece introduced Tzatziki, Greek Salad,Dolmadakia,Greek Chicken & Shallots

Stew and Traditional Greek Halva and the Portuguese team introduced Bacalhau
À Bras (cod fish), Chocolate Cake “Nega Maluca”, Rice Pudding.



Day 5: In our second project activity the students had to prepare a PROJECT MENU. Again
students were divided into groups in Breakout rooms. They were free to create a project
menu with two dishes. To present their project menu they prepared a short slide show,to
show the dishes and their ingredients, which was presented to the whole group after the

activity. It was great to see how students could become so creative.
 



As it was the final day of our mobility and also project,we asked all participants to fill out an
achievement form about the project. Then it was time for the evaluation of the project. All

coordinators and also students from the teams made lovely speeches about the project. Seeing
the enourmous bond between all partners made everybody very emotional. We listened to our
Project Anthem which lyrics were written by ROBERT BEGIC ( Croatia) , music composed by

ANDRA FRUNZA (Romania) and interpreted by ANDRA FRUNZA,ALEXANDRA
VIERIU,DENISA CARUNTU ( Romania).

With final greetings our project MCYCOC came to the end.

THE END.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This publication reflects the views only of the author, and the
Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the information contained therein. 


